The widespread adoption of online catalogs is clearly a major advance in library service and yet, in another sense, there has been relatively little progress in the basic functionality of the online catalog . The searching functions of the best online catalogs of 1992 were not much better than the best online catalogs of ten years earlier. Online catalogs have evolved through 'generations,' a categorization proposed by Hildreth (Hildreth, 1987; , to differentiate catalogs in terms of the sophistication of their search functions and user interface. A 'first generation' online catalog allows searching in the same manner as a card catalog (searching by main entry, by title, and by subject heading), typically has one mode of interaction, limited help, and simple displays. A 'second generation' catalog supports, in addition, the searching of individual terms (keywords) within the main entry, title, and subject headings, Boolean searches, two modes of interaction (typically a menu and command mode), multiple display options, and help and error recovery facilities. The phrases 'third generation' and 'next generation' are used to describe the catalogs that do, or will in the future, include advanced functionality and broader access. Over the last ten years, there has been a gradual development from first to second generation catalogs facilitated by the increasing awareness of the librarians and users of the potential of online access as well as by the rapid drop in costs of computing.
Almost everything else around the online catalog has changed more substantially: extensive installation of infrastructure (terminals, networks, connectivity); massive conversion of existing catalog records to machine-readable form; the mounting of additional bibliographic databases in conjunction with catalogs or on CD-ROMS; and the mounting of full-text documents online.
During the last ten years there has been a limited relationship between the users and the designers of online catalogs. The origin of both the first and second generation online catalogs are deeply rooted in the card catalog. We have often been constrained and our purposes determined, to an extent we often discount, by the types of technological advances currently available (and fashionable) that happen to be more or less useful in the context of an online catalog. With the card catalog as their frame of reference, most of us were not in any better position to provide meaningful input to the design process than the trailblazers who took the first steps. It turned out that online catalogs were easier and more rewarding to use than the card catalog and users responded by expressing high levels of satisfaction with the online catalog and using them more.
The online catalog has brought with it relatively sophisticated tools for automatically gathering data on catalog use. For example, transaction logs, combined with various other kinds of studies, provide a continuous flow of information on the strengths and weaknesses of online catalogs on the basis of patron usage. The information gleaned from these studies has been used to improve the catalog and the library environment of the catalog. Though most of these improvements, such as better help messages, new indexes for special functions, orientation programs, glare-free locations for terminals, etc., have been small, the cumulative effect has been a gradual improvement of the catalog and a rapidly broadening perception of its potential. Although the state-of-the-art in functionality of online catalogs has evolved little, numerous constructive proposals have been made, increasingly by researchers interested in, but not responsible for, operational online catalogs.
It is clear, however, from the research reviewed that users are experiencing significant problems in making effective use of online catalogs in spite of expectations. When the users don't go away empty-handed, they may feel satisfied even though in reality they have received incomplete search results. Because users may be unaware of what information they are missing, they have been slow to articulate these types of problems. This review examines problems with online catalogs, examines some actual and proposed solutions, and seeks to understand the changing position of the online catalog. Although some of the solutions draw on other kinds of online bibliographic retrieval systems, our focus is on online catalogs, concentrating on recent literature, and is deliberately selective. From this analysis it is hoped to provide not only a convenient summary of recent developments, but also to contribute to the agenda for research, development, and design of future online catalogs.
The review is in five parts: (I) The introduction defines the scope of the review and summarizes briefly the present situation; (II) Difficulties encountered by users are then examined; (III) Opinions and evidence concerning users are noted; (IV) Solutions (both actual and proposed) for identified difficulties are examined; and, finally, (V) Conclusions are drawn. Other recent reviews and broadly-based discussions include (ALA, 1991) , (Dale, 1989) , (Hildreth, 1989) , (Lancaster, 1989) , (Larson, 1991a) , and (Taylor, 1992) .
Problems
In this section identified problems of online catalogs are noted.
Formulating a Search
Researchers have been observing users, conducting user surveys, and examining online catalog transaction logs to develop a picture of what is happening when users interact with the system. The results of these studies have been used to improve levels of search effectiveness (Matthews, 1982; Matthews & Matthews, 1984) . However, recent studies suggest that users continue to experience discouragingly low levels of search effectiveness using online catalogs (Larson, 1986; Larson, 1991a; Larson, 1991b; Seymour, 1991; Tonta, 1992a; Tonta, 1992b) . Larson (1991b) conducted a transaction log study of the University of California's MELVYL online catalog and concluded that subject searching had declined 2.15% per year over a 6-year period, while title keyword searching increased by a comparable amount. He attributed the likely causes to the high incidence of search failure for subject searches and the problem of 'information overload' in successful subject searches as the size of database grows.
In 1986, Shaw reported that novice searchers choose the wrong database, search several concepts in a single statement, and use unlimited truncation. It has been widely observed that users do not base subject searches on known documents (Shaw, 1986) . Hildreth (Hildreth, 1992b) reports survey results indicating that 75% of users would be more likely to look up "any publication that may have information on a specific topic or subject area" rather than look up specific books they know about on the topic.
People inevitably make mechanical errors using computers. Seaman (Seaman, 1992) found that 40% of user errors were due to incorrect author or title and 9% due to unsupported abbreviations. They also make spelling errors and have trouble with conjunctions, ellipsis, and missing or incorrect punctuation (Young em et al, 1991) . A small, but significant, portion of search failures have been attributed to typographical and spelling errors (9.9%-15%) and system failure (9.7-18%), but an even larger proportion (29%) arise from the failure to match user terms with controlled vocabularies (Hunter, 1991; Peters, 1989; Seaman, 1992) .
Studies are showing that library users still do not find the use of Boolean operators intuitively obvious. Bellardo (Bellardo, 1985b) observed that searchers misuse logical operators. Peters (Peters, 1989) found that 73.5% of Boolean AND searches fail while 84.8% of Boolean AND searches between two subject headings also fail (see also (Vigil, 1990) ). In her recent study of online catalog use, Ensor (Ensor, 1992a) shows that there is still widespread lack of familiarity with Boolean operators. Ensor also found that computer 'literacy' affects the degree of facility with which users are using online catalogs. Peters (Peters, 1991) found that remote users of online catalogs are more sophisticated in terms of search patterns than in-library users. For example, he found that 38% of remote users used right truncation while user-initiated truncation was almost non-existent among in-library users.
Users still make errors of basic strategy. Very early on, researchers noticed that catalog users were failing to develop successful search strategies. A decade ago, searching on broad single terms that trigger large, unmanageable retrievals and missing obvious synonyms that could increase results of small retrievals were common user errors (Bates, 1977; Fenichel, 1979) ). In fact, most subject queries used "whatever [terms] popped into the searcher's mind" (Markey, 1983a) . The situation has not improved much a decade later. In a transaction log study of academic library use, Hunter (1991) found that subject searching was used most frequently, but least successfully. In addition to typographical errors and using uncontrolled vocabulary, she attributed this failure to a misunderstanding of how to use the system. Bates (1984b) made the important observation that searchers fail to consider the inverse relationship between recall and precision in searching, i.e., that expanding a search to find additional relevant records will also increase the number (and proportion) of non-relevant records and refining a search to exclude non-relevant records will also exclude some relevant ones.
The other side of the coin is search failure. Searches, even in large databases, frequently retrieve sets that are either null (i.e., empty or 'zero-hit') or perceived by the user as too small. Ten years ago, between 23% to 45% of searches were reported as resulting in null sets (Markey, 1984; Dickson, 1984) . This problem has not changed significantly. Markey (1989) found that 34% of subject keyword searches retrieve no records and 53% of subject keyword searches retrieve only one relevant citation. Peters (1989) reported a 40% zero-hit rate for searches of an online university catalog. Hunter (1991) came to the daunting conclusion that 58% of searches fail.
Of course, not all zero-hit searches are search failures. It is possible that in fact no relevant record in the database matches the search query. Perhaps the user was seeking to confirm the absence of a citation. However, researchers examining zero-hit searches are demonstrating how minor changes in search statements succeed in retrieving the type and quantity of records desired (Berger, personal communication) . For example, if a searcher queries a database indexed with Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), a subject word search on 'Vietnam War' will fail where a subject word search on 'Vietnamese Conflict' will succeed. An experienced searcher might find this by searching submitting a title word search on 'Vietnam War', look at the subject headings and discover that the material on this topic is in fact entered under 'Vietnamese Conflict'. This example reveals the effect of not implementing LCSH cross-references in MELVYL, but it is also characteristic of how LCSH terminology can differ from natural language that people really use. Another example of this type of failure is the perfectly reasonable subject search on 'Bayesian statistics' which retrieves no records, because LCSH uses 'Bayesian statistical decision theory' for this subject category and provides no cross-reference. If these variant phrases were linked, the user would retrieve records on these topics. As these examples clearly demonstrate, zero-hit search results do not necessarily reflect a lack of records in the database.
Several researchers have reported that users have difficulty using subject headings. This is discussed below in Section II.F.
Modifying Searches
Not only do library users have difficulty formulating searches, they also fail to modify them effectively. System features currently available on most online catalog systems for dealing with problematic search results include truncation, Boolean operators, and date, language, and location limits.
But users rarely use advanced features even when they are available. Harter (1986) reported that only half of searchers use these system features, usually the 'limit' command or a change of output format. Shenouda (1990) found that most changes are related to the deletion and addition of terms and facets. Even many experienced users do not use all system capabilities (Bellardo, 1985b) . Are users unaware of the existence of advanced features? Are the advanced features too difficult, too complicated, or too much trouble to use?
That library users rarely base subsequent searches on previous results seems to be a characteristic pattern (Fenichel, 1979; Fenichel, 1981; Seaman, 1992; Walker, 1990; Hildreth, 1992b) . Tolle and Hah (1985) found that 15% of users quit immediately after receiving an error message. Both problems are perhaps due to incomplete understanding of how the database is structured.
No satisfactory solution has yet been developed to cope effectively with null and 'too small' sets. Novices generally accept null sets unquestioningly (Shaw, 1986) . Not only do searchers accept defeat rather quickly when confronted with a zero-hit result, they also flounder when rewarded with a few worthwhile records and want more like them. Ercegovac (1989) reported 46% of users having difficulty increasing results when too little is retrieved. More records on the search topic may very well exist in the database, but the necessary link that would lead to their successful retrieval has not been made, either on the part of the searcher or the system.
To compound the problem, indexing techniques and retrieval methods that work well with small and medium-sized catalogs tend to fall short and fail when catalogs become large. An increasing problem is the retrieval of excessively large numbers of records. Factors related to large retrievals include size of the database, keyword indexing, and use of the Boolean OR. Physical limitations of the display screen and inadequate search assistance compound the large retrieval problem, especially for untrained users. When the retrieved set is large, users must decide whether to continue displaying more records, whether to reformulate the search query, and at what point to discontinue the search.
Early studies showed users retrieving large sets 22%-53% of the time and 26% of users experiencing problems reducing the result when too much was retrieved (Matthews, 1982; KernSimerenko, 1983) . Repeated negative experiences with large retrieved sets without adequate online tools to cope with them continue to discourage users from using online catalogs. Kantor (1987) found that the number of positive and negative reinforcements affects when users stop. As the size of the database increases, legitimate types of searches (e.g., subject keyword searches) tend increasingly to retrieve large, unwieldy sets. Even though Bates observed in 1984 that a 30-hit response is considered an optimal search by many searchers, the reality is more often than not 'information overload' (Bates, 1984b; Hudson & Walker, 1987) ). The average subject search by a skilled user in MELVYL in 1987 was yielding over 181 records (Wiberly & Dougherty, 1988) . A decade ago, Bates observed that users typically responded to searches that retrieved one hundred or more citations by either walking away from the terminal or displaying all of the citations (Bates, 1984a) . Larson (1986) found that the average number of records retrieved by searchers in a large online catalog was 77.5, but users only displayed 9.1 records. In 1992 MELVYL users were still finding many more records than they were willing to display, retrieving an average of 100 records, but only displaying about 15 records per search (Berger, 1992) . With a large system like MELVYL, with 7 million records in its catalog database, it has also been necessary during times of peak usage to implement a policy of blocking resource-intensive searches that typically return very large sets. Such searches would normally be considered reasonable in smaller databases (Ritch, 1992) .
How can methods for modifying a search query be conveyed to users when search results are too large? As of 1992, online search aids provide little strategic help for higher-level problem-solving tasks involved in selecting, evaluating and modifying queries (Oberman, 1991) .
Handling Retrieved Sets
Having retrieved a set of records, what next? A search on a large database that presents the user with an unmanageably large retrieved set is only accomplishing part of the task. What assistance is available to help the user cope with a large set of records and make decisions about it? How can the user satisfactorily determine if any records in the set are likely to be relevant and where they are within the large set? How can a view of the set be presented so that the user can make reasonably informed decisions about how to proceed? How can the user quickly obtain a summary of features that characterize the set and identify subsets likely to be of interest? Are there functions that can be applied that will sort and display views of the entire set from various perspectives, eg., language, publication date, location, subject headings, title words? Does the average user have, and know about, the tools to reduce the set size in an appropriate, helpful way?
Short of moving on to a new or modified search, the user ordinarily has only one option: to display screen after screen of records that have been sorted into alphabetical order of main entry, a tradition carried over from the card catalog. There may be alternative forms of display (short, long, MARC) for individual records, but, as of 1992, responses to a query on PACS-L indicated that few options were available and that it was still rare for an online catalog to allow the user to choose any other ordering (e.g., reverse chronological) or to provide any tools for understanding anything about the retrieved records other than how many there are. It is, therefore, not surprising that users look at a limited number of items and select a few (Hancock, 1989; Buchanan, 1992) .
System Deficiencies
In spite of the afore-mentioned problems, online catalogs are still proving to be remarkably useful and popular. It is, therefore, fortunate that libraries can benefit from the continuing, dramatic improvements in the power and cost-effectiveness of computing, networks, and data storage. Unfortunately, increased speed, memory, and disk space are not enough to cope adequately with the problem of providing effective access to large numbers of records. Searching (as opposed to the mere look-up of already-identified items) is computationally intensive. Second generation online catalogs consume substantially greater computing resources than those of the first generation because of the need to support keyword indexes, keyword truncation, and Boolean combinations. This results in system slowdowns. In 1989, Farley reported that about 10% of searches on the University of California MELVYL system were resulting in large retrievals that took 60 or more seconds to report back findings (Farley, 1989) .
There is also an emerging need to provide high speed downloading of records. This requirement was not expected a decade ago when the need was to support terminals at relatively low speed, but is now implicit in the expectation that high speed networks will be used to search and download results from remote catalogs.
Data Deficiencies
Data deficiencies affect the quality of search results. Close examination of any large bibliographic database reveals errors in the data. When searching is extended to non-indexed fields, the error rate will probably rise. This will present significant problems when more fields become searchable. Ballard and Lifshin (1992) have commented on the need to eliminate spelling errors in bibliographic databases. Large database size is an inhibiting factor in tracking down duplicate records (Borgman & Siegfried, 1992) . Software designed to analyze retrieved sets will also prove useful in identifying deficient data. The recent achievement of OCLC in correcting up to 30,000 records a day should be an inspiration to all.
Topical Access and System Vocabularies
The present review makes no attempt to duplicate Larson's review of subject searching in online catalogs in volume 15 of Advances in Librarianship to which reference should be made (Larson, 1991a) .
In general, users have trouble expressing questions in subject terms and matching terms to information systems (Allen, 1990) . Bates (1989) found that there is only a 10% to 20% likelihood that two people will use the same term for a concept. Peters and Kurth (Peters & Kurth, 1991) found that 58% of search sessions begin with terms not used in the system's controlled vocabulary. Several researchers have reported that users have difficulty using LCSH for subject searching. In 1983, Markey found subject searchers did not consult LCSH even when it was easily available. Bellardo (1985b) noted the failure to use controlled vocabulary. Even when users do attempt to base searches on LCSH, they are confronted with a formidably complicated maze of relationships. Although modifications have been made, the loose structure of LCSH does not fit well into the typical thesaurus organization with highly structured broad, narrow, and related terms. Not only does this present problems in searching, but it also interferes with the presentation of retrieved sets to the user in a coherent fashion. According to McGarry and Svenonius (1991) , LCSH phrase headings and inverted syntax disrupt the logical sequencing of subject heading subdivisions. Not surprisingly, Butkovich et al. (1989) concluded that users do not understand the organization and structure of LCSH. Hancock-Beaulieu (1989) argues that online catalog systems at present do not offer any opportunity for a contextual approach to searching. There are no tools for negotiation or experimentation that the user can call upon to further define queries. She also believes that browsing system indexes is of limited value and that alphabetical listings of LCSH do not offer an overview of related subjects. In addition, there is the problem that browsing records ordered by class number fails to convey the structure of the classification scheme to the user. She points out that combining pre-coordinate subject headings (LCSH) with post-coordinate keyword indexing (the searcher's query) can cause confusion (Hancock, 1989) . Larson (1989) reported that title word searches are being increasingly favored over subject searches and Frost (1987) found that, as in a card catalog, faculty do mostly known-item searches. One explanation for this is that faculty do not search for books in their own field by subject because they are already familiar with the books and authors they are investigating. However, this suggests that users are not basing their searches on the indexing system offered by the system. For other criticism of subject access, see Binder et al., (1989) and Peters (1991) .
Users

What Do Library Users Want?
Unquestionably, online catalogs are enjoying high use, and perceived success in service leads to demands for more services. Librarians are becoming familiar with requests that the online catalog be extended to provide access to records for articles held in the library as well as records for books and, indeed, to the texts themselves. Gradually, many of these additional functions are being put in place. Meanwhile, several comments have been made about the features users want in an online catalog. Bates (1990b) found that searchers want a sense of control over the search, to know what is going on during the search, and what information is being included and rejected and why. Crawford (1992) thinks that it is important to users to feel in control, but understanding all the mechanics involved is not critical. Ensor (1992a) has found that about two-thirds of library catalog users tend to look at a long list of results rather than take some action to narrow it. She attributes this to two reasons: (1) users have difficulty learning and remembering appropriate actions to take to narrow a search; and (2) users want to maintain control over the whole process.
In her study of keyword and Boolean use in a university online catalog, Ensor (1992b) found that users do use Boolean operators when a search retrieves too much or too little, but faculty and graduate students find Boolean operators easier to learn than undergraduates. Interestingly, she also found that undergraduates use keyword searching more than either graduate students or faculty. Sixty per-cent of all users felt that keyword searching is easy to learn, but this was affected by possession or lack of computer experience.
Recent literature includes several comments concerning users' preferences. Ercegovac (1989) states that 45% of users want to see related terms. But online catalogs do very little to support this. Forty-two percent want to search tables of contents or back-of-book indexes and 24% want to search title words. Fox (1990) and Harman (1990) say searchers prefer document-ranked retrieval, i.e., with documents individually ranked according to an estimate of the probability of being relevant, to other methods. Saracevic and others found that precision (not recall) was associated with high satisfaction . This points to a need on the part of the users for additional points of access and more options to organize result sets that will allow them to judge relevance.
As for how many records are wanted, a 30-record response is widely considered a typical optimal result, and professional searchers view 50 to 70 references as optimal (Bates, 1986; Wiberly & Dougherty, 1988) . Kinnucan (1992) found satisfaction relatively unaffected by retrieval set size but sensitive to precision, though less so as retrieved set size increased.
What Do Experienced Searchers Do?
There is good reason to examine what experienced searchers do. What works for experienced searchers could form the basis for redesign of the system to make the strategies adopted by experts more accessible to novice searchers. Experienced searchers tend to adopt stereotyped sequences of tactics which could be embedded, more or less, in the interface. Providing for 'strategic commands' that would trigger such a pattern of tactics might empower the novice as well as provide an appreciated labor-saving amenity for the expert (Buckland, 1992a) . Fidel (1986) has studied that informal, highly intuitive methods used by experienced searchers to select 'search keys' and how they can be formalized in a decision tree and incorporated into knowledge base of an expert system. Harris (1986) observed that experienced searchers view large sets as intermediary sets, i.e., as a basis for a more refined, secondary search. Successful searchers tend to view large sets as being presented with a wider range of choices rather than feeling overwhelmed by information overload. Hancock (1987) noted that searchers who consciously adopt a broad search formulation strategy are more successful than those who take an exact matching approach. Starting with more general terms to gain an overview of the domains they cover can often give a searcher a better idea of how to phrase a narrower search. If novices and successful searchers start their searches in much the same way, does the difference lie more in how they view and continue the search process? If so, how is that 'broad view' conveyed? Katzer (1990) sees user interaction with the system as a process of enhancing and refining the original query. In all cases, support for providing tools for analyzing retrieved sets is indicated.
Models
Inevitably any but the most sophisticated design will be based on a set of assumptions concerning the expected users. Similarly, any but the most trivial usage depends on a set of expectations by the user concerning system behavior. Ordinarily, 'cognitive model' (or 'user model') is used to denote the system's assumptions concerning the user and 'conceptual model' (or 'mental model') to denote the user's assumptions concerning the system (Buckland, 1991) .
People do not operate like machines, and some researchers have pointed out that people do not approach problems in a linear, logical fashion. They have memory limitations and tend to organize information idiosyncratically (see (Najarian, 1981) ). Several authors have urged that the development of cognitive models of how users process information ought to lead to the design of better systems (Kieras & Polson, 1985; Daniels, 1986; Saracevic, 1989; Belkin et al, 1990a; Allen, 1990) . We still need to look at how people process information when solving problems (NahlJakobovits & Jakobovits, 1988). Belkin (1990) has urged the importance of discovering users' goals, tasks and behaviors. This has led to attempts to base system design on a conceptual organization of knowledge and human information processing limits. One approach has been to study informationseeking activity at the catalog and at the shelves as an interrelated process (Hancock, 1989 ). Another problem with developing concise models of users is that data from user studies is more often qualitative or impressionistic than quantitative (Robertson & Hanconck-Beaulieu, 1992) . Although Bellardo (1985a) did not find searching performance to be related to cognitive or personality traits, there have been several studies that found observable differences among groups. Horne (1990) found that solvers and non-solvers use different self-questioning strategies. Harter (1986) reports that researchers in the 'hard' scientific and technological disciplines tend to share a common paradigm and agree more on terms than researchers in 'soft' literary and sociological disciplines. This makes agreement on terminology outside of narrowly specified domains much more difficult.
For more on user models, see Ellis (1989) who analyzed the search behavior of academic social scientists in terms of six types of procedure: starting, chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring and extracting. Dickson (1984) concluded that gaps in users' conceptual models were a significant source of errors and several writers have urged the use of metaphor, maps, or models to orient users by providing a conceptual map of the system. Mental models (qualitative models in the mind of how the system 'runs') are effective for complex tasks according to Borgman, who has argued that conceptual training is superior to procedural training, at least for complex tasks (Borgman, 1983; Borgman, 1986a) . See also (Allen, 1990) , and (Daniels, 1986) ). Brown (1990) suggested helping the user develop a search strategy using an outline metaphor. Using a flowchart to create a conceptual map of the search is one way to convey mental models of systems and teach users conceptual models. A flowchart model proposed by Kuhlthau et al. (1989) would include six basic steps: initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection, and presentation. Rubens (1991) noted that searchers are more successful when they think in categorical terms and concluded that users who have difficulty lack a model of information flow, knowledge of the bibliographic chain, knowledge of relationships between subjects, and an understanding of knowledge creation. Borgman (1986b) observed that front ends tend more to ease mechanical rather than conceptual problems of use. Shrager and Klahr (1986) made the interesting observation that people who learn to use a complex device without instruction modify their theories with experience, but these changes may be based on limited evidence and can instead reinforce incorrect understanding.
Reviewing the literature on what users want, how experts search, and, especially, cognitive and conceptual models, suggests that it makes little sense to study online catalogs in isolation from other retrieval systems. In the next section, we take a look at some solutions that have implemented or proposed.
Solutions
4.1 Formulating a Search 4.1.
Retrieval Techniques
The current state-of-the art of operational online catalogs is solidly based on the retrieval of sets of records and basic Boolean operations. This is in marked contrast to a quite separate thirty-year tradition in information retrieval experimentation which is almost as solidly based on probabilistic retrieval models and that rank each document by an estimated probability of relevance to each query. Predictably, the dominance of Boolean techniques in online catalogs has been challenged. Hildreth (1992c) , for example, wrote that "Exact-match Boolean retrieval systems show major performance and user deficiencies" and Larson (1992a) considers partial match techniques and ranking of retrieval output to be more useful than Boolean logic. Prabha (1990) has observed that the limitations of keyword indexing and Boolean logic become more pronounced as databases get larger. Belkin and Croft (1987) concluded in their excellent review of information retrieval techniques that Boolean techniques are widely used but are generally unsatisfactory, that all retrieval techniques perform better for some queries than for others, and that experimental techniques (e.g. probabilistic retrieval where documents are retrieved and ranked based on techniques that predict probability of relevance) perform better than Boolean techniques, but these have not been implemented on any large scale. Fortunately, experimental prototypes, such as Larson's Cheshire (see section IV.G) are becoming available. At the same time, standard Boolean systems are based on unweighted binary values: to retrieve, every record must have the specified attributes and all other, unspecified attributes are deemed irrelevant. Standard Boolean systems can be considered relatively undeveloped given the possibilities for weighted search terms and for supporting conditional search modifiers that can be invoked heuristically (Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992b; Buckland et al, 1993) . As Buchanan (1992) noted, Boolean systems can be used for creating and ranking small subsets. For example, sorting by date in reverse chronological order can provide a very useful ranking.
There has been little systematic comparison done and since probabilistic systems and existing Boolean systems both have the potential to be refined considerably, there is much work to be done in this area.
Search Aids and Interfaces
The use of search profiles and searcher profiles has been examined by several writers. Interfaces can be designed to support searching in order of defined priorities (Connell, 1991) . The OASIS front end to MELVYL (See Section IV.G) supports a repeating FEWER command for progressive retrieved set reduction that invokes stored statements of users preferences (Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992a; Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992b; Buckland et al, 1993) . Myaeng and Korfhage (1990) have examined different information retrieval models that integrate user profiles into the system. SAFIR is an expert system that offers information on search strategies based on information already known about the user and the domain (Reiter, 1989) .
One challenging area for research and development is the design of systems that can help searchers formulate a search strategy (Hancock, 1989; Morris, 1991; Berger, 1992) . Slack (1989) points out that most failed searches could be turned into successful ones with minimal guidance by such techniques as limiting searches by date or identifying several relevant records to find subject headings used by the system. It has been suggested that users be offered a variety of tools that they can adapt, mix, and match (Cox, 1992) . Markey-Drabenstott and Vizine-Goetz (1990b) suggest that systems automatically determine the best search approach based on characteristics of search queries. Such an approach would take into account the number of words in the query and extent to which queries match the controlled vocabulary. Belkin et al. (1990) suggest providing online maps, tables of contents, and the capability to browse by genre. Navigation has been suggested as a key concept crucial to building successful systems that empower the user (Newby, 1989; Newby, 1991) . Among other recommendations, Newby suggests that menus and help screens should provide enough information to teach a person to navigate through the system.
A prototype intermediary system called Knowledge-based Intermediary System for Information Retrieval (KISIR) has been under development in Finland since 1986. In the KISIR system, users can request information about the search at any point in the session. The type of information KISIR provides includes (1) current context; (2) status of the search; and (3) instructions on how to do the next step. Current context is indicated by displaying defaults and other parameters in effect. Search status tells the user the stage they have reached in the process and suggest possible next steps. It also offers an option of saving displayed records in either a separate file or marked inside a general session history file (Sormunen et al, 1987) .
There seems to be general agreement that simple functions like automatic spelling and search statement format correction should be implemented (Hildreth, 1987) . At first glance, spell-checkers seem simple to implement (Johnson & Peterson, 1992) , but the existence of multiple languages poses problems immediately. Although the CITE system was using error-correction techniques and expert system spelling correction systems could identify phonological and sequential errors in the early 1980s, these features have not yet to be widely implemented in online catalogs (Doszkocs, 1983a; Yannakoudakis, 1983) and researchers are still reporting the need for automatic spelling and search statement format correction (Hildreth, 1987; Morris, 1991) .
Although interface design is out of the scope of this review, work relevant to this review includes looking at functional components of browsing (Kwasnik, 1992) , offering novel graphical interfaces that offer with direct manipulation approaches to query formulation (Shneiderman, 1990) , using forms-type interfaces (Fox, 1990) , and weighing the completeness of information against number of screens needed for display (Heustis, 1988) . Berger (1992) has discussed the need to allow the user to configure a number of elements in the interface, such as modifying the interface appearance, location of windows icons, and buttons. Tufte (1992) argues against low-density displays: "The more relevant information within the eyespan the better" (Tufte, 1992, p.15) . For a recent review of interface research see Shaw (1991) .
Online catalogs are generally hierarchically structured. Searches can be progressively narrowed, but branching is generally unsupported. This means that one typically backs out of one search before entering a new search. Moving sideways or using one feature of a record to browse other records sharing the same feature is not usually an option. Hickey and Prabha (1990) have suggested browsing records and access to more fields, and Larson (1991a) recommended the browsing functionality associated with hypertext. Dynix offers a 'related works' option and BLCMP offers 'titles on this subject' option (Walker, 1990) .
Improved Use of Data
Because of the complexity involved in dealing with subject access, the use of non-topical attributes for searching and, especially, for search modification, may be an effective and easier first step. Searchers typically have basic preferences concerning such non-topical attributes such as date, language, and location. Furthermore, the values of such attributes are relatively easy to manipulate in Boolean systems. Harter (1986) discussed the use of identifying such non-subject search parameters as document type, date of publication, language, author, and corporate source. Databases are often organized by document type (e.g., journal article, conference paper, technical report, etc.), making database selection crucial to search success But this is not always clear to the user. Rubens (1991) has proposed actively soliciting the user for information on format, date, intellectual level, and subject. Borgman and Siegfried (1992) found that although personal name-matching techniques have been developed, they are being applied to databases where no significant name authority work has been done.
There is also considerable scope for improved use of topical data. Most systems offer a very limited subject searching approach. This is usually offered in the form of exact LCSH with implicit right truncation and, in second generation catalogs, keyword searching of terms derived from LCSH, but more should be offered (Markey-Drabenstott & Vizine-Goetz, 1990b) .
One option is to use more of the existing data. For example the classification numbers present in catalog records could be used to extend or modify the subject headings to help the searcher make relevance judgments (Geller & Lesk, 1984) . According to Connell (1991) keyword matching in the personal name and subject heading fields would increase both precision and recall.
A second option is to make more sophisticated use of existing data, using, for example, probabilistic ranking techniques. Cheshire, an experimental online catalog developed by Larson at the University of California, Berkeley, uses a classification clustering approach. For each Library of Congress Classification (LCC) number, the title and subject keywords of all documents assigned to it are used to increase the number of terms associated with each individual bibliographic record (Larson, 1989; Larson, 1991b; Larson, 1992a; Larson, 1992b) . Micco (1991) proposes a term weighting scheme in which weights are based on the MARC tags the term is drawn from: the first 6xx field gets highest weight because it represents aboutness. The lowest ranking goes to natural language keywords from titles, notes, tables of contents. She also suggests extracting and displaying in scrolling windows the x, y, and z subfields containing modifiers of the LCSH. Connell (1991) also recommends searching the subdivisions of LCSH. Warner (1991) recommends the use of surface matching of stems and syntactic phrase types to generate a hierarchical display of phrases showing equivalence, hierarchical, and associative relationships. This category could include almost any non-standard matching algorithm, such as, for example, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) which accepts keywords in any order and returns hits with an index of relevance (Deerwester et al, 1990) .
One development of great promise is 'entry vocabulary' capability whereby whatever words the searcher uses are converted automatically to the system vocabulary terms (LCSH, LC Classification numbers, MeSH, etc.) with a high probability of corresponding to what the searcher wants. A simple approach is to use the existing indexes or cross-references of the system vocabulary, possibly enriched with additional cross-references to anticipate use of non-standard terms. A more advanced approach is to use statistical relationships between, say, title words and assigned LCSH. The inferred system vocabulary terms can be presented to the searcher for adoption or rejection. The Cheshire online catalog provides a working example, deriving, from whatever combination of terms the searcher may enter, a ranked listing of the LC classification numbers most likely to denote what the searcher is seeking (Larson, 1991a; Larson, 1991b; Larson, 1992b) . Buckland (1992a) nominated the development of entry vocabularies as the most promising single innovation for online catalogs. (See also (Connell, 1991) ).
A third promising line of development is to use additional resources beyond the standard catalog record to improve or modify searches. Bibliographies are an obvious source. Providing access, online, to dictionaries or thesauri could be helpful to the searcher in modifying or extending topical queries (Lesk, 1987) . As networked information resources grow, there is also a need for directories of online library catalogs, file archives, online journals, and information servers (Lynch & Preston, 1992) . Another suggestion is to give the user more help in finding the most significant literature, the 'classics' in a field. 'Classics' could be based on citedness, identification by subject experts, or other indicators (Berger, 1992) .
A fourth option is to use the 'nearest neighbor' technique: Never mind what the specific heading is, what other record(s) resemble this one most closely when all (or several) features are compared? Blair (1986) noted that one of the simplest, but infrequently used, approaches is to begin with a highly useful document. Doszkocs (1983a) suggested using a closest match search strategy along with a dynamic feedback to the user for search refinement.
Modifying a Search
Mechanisms for Modifying Searches
Successful modification of a search depends heavily on the user's assessment of what has happened in response to a query and ideas about what the best next steps would be. How (and how far) can the system assist with these two tasks? There is no reason why the system's response should not be automatic. Functionality that would provide the prompt analysis of retrieved sets, although generally a precondition for search modification, has received little attention until recently. There has been more attention to built-in support for automatic search modifications by the system. Borgman (1986b) reviewed user studies and reported that systems should provide such recovery mechanisms as (1) searching first word of author name (as entered) followed by the first letter of the second word (ie., truncated); (2) searching unmatched terms in the appropriate index; (3) displaying alphabetically adjacent terms; (4) passing unmatched terms (other than author names) against a spell checker; and (5) forcing users into a help routine after one or more identifiable errors.
Bates suggests monitoring searches at the tactics and strategy levels rather than at the moves level. When there seems to be a need for other terms or the wrong terms seem to have been used, particular tactics should be available to the user as options. When there is a need to revise terms, a different set of tactics could be applied. (For details see (Bates, 1990b) ).
Search Expansion
Two fundamental strategies for dealing with zero or too few hits are to widen the scope of the search and process the search against all reasonable information sources (Berger, 1992) . Standard practices are to relax Boolean ANDs and to use the Boolean OR to add broader, narrower, and related terms, including synonyms and variant spellings (Chan, 1991; Fidel, 1985; Harter & Rogers Peters, 1985) . Other techniques include using LCSH to enhance access, using LCC for subject retrieval, using both DDC and LCSH, adopting strategies to use LCC, and using LCC for term clustering and ranking (Bates, 1986; Williamson, 1986; Markey, 1989; Heustis, 1988; Larson, 1989; Larson, 1991b) . (Bates, 1990b) ) has identified a number of tactical responses for query expansion: neighbor, trace, parallel, fix, super, relate, and vary. Connell (1991) suggests manipulating the grammar of LCSH (word sequence, inversion, etc.) and providing access to fields not usually searched. (For further detailed discussion see (Morris et al, 1989) ).
Search Reduction
Approaches to dealing with excessive retrieval center around Boolean operations that limit both topical and non-topical parameters. When applicable, Henry et al. (1982) recommended reducing ORed terms. Markey (1983b) thought the user should be prompted to limit his or her search when retrieved sets exceeded 20 records. Bates (1990b) has distinguished a variety of descriptivelynamed search tactics (eg., specify, exhaust, pinpoint, block, sub). Harter (1985) proposed moving truncation characters to the right and limiting the search to a specific subject area by a classification code as effective methods of reducing large retrieved set sizes. Fidel (1985) suggested restricting fields, tightening proximity, limiting by language, or limiting by type of literature to deal with large sets. Morris et al. (1989) recommended intersecting with another concept; adding narrower terms; applying more stringent proximity; limiting to one or fewer fields; using NOT and AND NOT; and limiting by language, document type, year, and first few items. Prabha (1989) also supports the traditional approach of managing large retrievals by extending the use of restrictors such as language, format, and date of publication, but she has also suggested using library classification schemes as a limiting feature. Lesk pointed out the benefits of exploring uses of Library of Congress Classification (LCC) to deal with 'too many hits' (Lesk, 1989) .
As Prabha (1990) has pointed out, there is much to be learned about the incidence of large retrievals, measures for evaluating retrieval performance, evaluating existing search features for increasing retrieval precision, and using additional data (e.g., the LC and Dewey Decimal Classification schemes) for managing large retrievals. The problem of excessively large retrieved sets does not arise with systems that rank documents, one simply accepts as many as one wishes. Similarly the problem could be reduced in Boolean systems if they included built-in mechanisms for creating subsets and ranking them.
Handling Retrieved Sets
The analysis of retrieved sets to examine the characteristics of what has been retrieved can provide an important basis for search modification decisions. Retrieved set analysis can also be used for database analysis, identifying erroneous data, and collection analysis. Hickey and Prabha (1990) suggest making tools available online that summarize large retrieved sets. These summaries could be presented in the form of tables, pie charts, and bar charts. Several writers have suggested trying new, more compact, approaches to managing browse displays. The size of LCSH displays could be reduced by suppressing the display of geographic and chronological subfield headings. (Massicotte, 1988; McGarry & Svenonius, 1991) .
An important new function is now being added to online catalogs for retrieved set analysis. The European Space Agency's Information Retrieval Service (ESA-IRS) offers a command called 'zoom'. For any retrieved set, zoom provides a frequency analysis of the values for a number of attributes that can be specified by the user. Among the options ESA-IRS provides are arrangments by dates, authors, corporate sources, words, classification codes, molecular formulae, and titles (Raitt, 1992) . One good use of a 'zoom' command is to identify the most frequent subject headings in a set, perhaps a set initially defined by use of title keywords (Ingwersen, 1984) . Similar capabilities have been included in CITE (Doszkocs, 1983a; Doszkocs, 1983b) , RUBIKON at Roskilde University Library in Denmark, and OASIS at Berkeley. In OASIS the 'summarize' command summarizes subject headings or holding libraries (Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992b; Buckland et al, 1993 ).
Norway's national online catalog, BIBSYS, offers sorting on the author, title, author and title, publication and issue fields. The publication and issue fields can be sorted in either ascending or descending order (BIBSYS users guide, 1992).
System Improvements
Fortunately, recent advances in computer technology have made accelerated speeds, massive disk storage capabilities, and expanded memory capacity available at rapidly dropping costs. However, the improvements in hardware are so substantial that new designs are indicated, such as, for example, a shift from traditional line-by-line displays to bit-mapped images and graphical user interfaces. The increasing affordability of more powerful personal computers and workstations facilitates moving some of the processing to the user's desk top both for the experimental prototyping of enhanced systems and also for routine use. There is a growing recognition that the 'intelligence' necessary for aiding the searcher could and, perhaps, should reside in a front-end system (Prabha, 1990) . Postprocessing tools can help users refine searches and browse records more easily (Hickey & Prabha, 1990) .
Other specific recommendations include adopting a multi-tasking interface that allows users to download bibliographies while carrying out other searches (Berger, 1992) and providing online catalogs with more user-friendly and adaptive X-Windows graphical interfaces (Needleman, 1992) .
Data Improvement
Enhanced hardware, software, and searching techniques are still liable to be hampered by deficiencies in the data. Errors and variant forms create the additional problem of duplicate records, often separating records for different copies of the same title. These records need to be consolidated. The OCLC Duplicate Detection Project uses matching algorithms that look for duplicates resulting ¿from typographical errors and cataloging differences (O'Neill & Vizine-Goetz, 1988) . Hickey (1981) initiated several techniques for comparing records, of which the 'matching trigrams' technique proved to be the most effective.
Another form of improvement is to make records more complete, adding optional fields and/or additional fields. This could include enriched subject vocabulary (Hildreth, 1987; Gomez et al, 1990) , standard nonroman scripts (Aliprand, 1992) , more cross-reference structure for variant forms of names and subject headings (Jamieson et al, 1986) , and enhanced use of the LCSH Subject Authority File (Markey-Drabenstott, 1992b) .
Cataloging rules, subject headings, classifications, and data format rules change over time. Card catalogs tended to receive rather minimal retrospective modification to bring older records into line with newer practices. With databases both the need and the means for maintaining standards change over time. (For a report on changing stoplists see (Johnson & Peterson, 1992) ).
The rapid trend towards mounting multiple databases implies the need for support for searching across databases. Since databases overlap in coverage, problems arise in identifying which records are variant representations of the same work and, more generally, linking works of similar nature across databases (Berger, 1992 ).
Topical Access and System Vocabularies
A thorough discussion of subject searching in the online catalog appeared in a previous volume to which reference should be made (Larson, 1991a) . See also (Lancaster, 1989) ).
As noted above there are problems and opportunities that arise in the process of moving from the searcher's terms to the catalog's terms. Micco (1989) suggests guiding the user to select the best search strategy by mapping user's terms to the controlled vocabularies in the database. Bates recommends the provision of a superthesaurus with a large entry vocabulary that includes colloquial terms and spelling variants (Bates, 1986; Bates, 1989; Bates, 1990b) . Warner (1991) advocates showing the user how language is mapped in the system by organizing both natural language and controlled vocabulary into a single display.
According to Matthews (1984) online catalogs that force users through a thesaurus lead to more satisfaction with search results than catalogs that do not. Gomez et al. (1990) report that user success is improved when the number of terms indexed is increased. (See also (Byrne & Micco, 1988) ). However, larger retrieved sets are also a likely consequence.
Many suggestions have been made to wrestle with the deeply-entrenched LCSH. Lester (1989) recommends modifying user input to match LCSH. Markey-Drabenstott and Vizine-Goetz (1990b) report that exact matches with LCSH are usually queries for topical subjects, but queries with combinations of topical subjects and names rarely match LCSH. Markey-Drabenstott et al. (1990a) conclude that incorporating subject terms from the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and other library classifications into online catalogs would enhance subject access and provide additional subject searching strategies. Possible solutions to the semantic problem include a semantic network approach for generating synonyms and related terms (Sormunen et al, 1987 ) and a classification knowledge-base that could store the semantic components for each LC class or subject heading with which the user would form a query by selecting relevant facets (Soergel, 1990) .
Additional problems arise when the catalog provides access through multiple vocabularies (e.g. MeSH, as well as LCSH), or several foreign languages, as is often the case in European systems. Mandel (1991) describes several strategies online catalogs are now using to provide access to multiple vocabularies: segregated files, mixed vocabularies, integrated vocabularies, and front-end navigation.
Experimental Systems
A development that deserves special note is the increasing viability of experimental prototypes. It used to be that only those responsible for operational catalogs were in a position to develop them, but now the prevalence of powerful, yet relatively inexpensive, workstations, reduced data storage costs, and increasingly available datasets enable anyone with sufficient expertise to experiment and develop a functioning experimental online catalog. Further, remote access to a wide variety of databases over the Internet offers the opportunity for widespread testing. In this way new techniques can be tried, tested, evaluated, and, perhaps, adopted and developed by others. Experimental systems are beginning to use natural language techniques developed by artificial intelligence researchers. (For an examination of the role of natural language processing in information retrieval systems, see (Doszkocs, 1986) ).
A good example of a promising experimental system is the Cheshire system developed by Larson (1989 Larson ( , 1991b . For nearly thirty years the advantages of probabilistic retrieval techniques have been advocated. Yet it was not until the Cheshire system was developed on a unix workstation at Berkeley with very little funding, using the MARC records of a nearby library, that one could actually use a probabilistic online catalog with probabilistic document ranking.
Another good example is the Okapi system, developed initially at the Polytechnic of Central London and later at the City University, London. Okapi has been used for numerous interesting studies over the years. Okapi currently develops a query by selecting the best terms from a list of the original query terms as well as terms from records judged relevant by the user (Walker, 1987; Walker, 1990) .
The OASIS system, also developed at Berkeley, takes low-cost prototyping one stage further. OASIS, running on a unix workstation acts as a front-end to the massive MELVYL online catalog of the University of California. Ordinarily operating as a terminal connected to MELVYL, additional functionality can be supported through the pre-processing of new commands and new retrieval results can be achieved through the postprocessing of records downloaded from MELVYL. The result is, in effect, a prototyping of enhanced MELVYL functionality using the MELVYL database and achieved without any interference with MELVYL software or service. Although there are limits to what can be done this way, the OASIS system has been successful in developing strategic searches (built-in stereotyped sequences of moves) and performing useful retrieved set analysis (Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992a; Buckland, Norgard & Plaunt, 1992b; Buckland et al, 1993) . As search and retrieve protocols are adopted (e.g., Z39.50), any workstation could, in principle, develop and demonstrate enhancements to any online catalog supporting a standard protocol (Lynch, 1991) .
In Norway, BIBSYS provides access to a 5 million-record database with searching on 33 different fields. BIBSYS also handles email search requests and offers a choice of eight output formats. Records can also be downloaded with FTP or Kermit. Users have a choice of either a simple menu-driven or a command-driven search (BIBSYS users guide, 1992) .
In Finland, KISIR provides several browsers, including thesaurus-dictionary browsers, retrieval system description browsers, and database description browsers (Sormunen et al, 1987) .
As the online catalog becomes less and less isolated from other retrieval activities, so less cataloglike systems become of potential interest. Also, as the role of libraries expands to include many of the resources provided by the online environment, many new forms of information are falling within the domain of the online catalog. Full-text resources, for example, commonly have little or no human indexing and bring with them a whole new set of problems for both users and the catalogs. Second generation online catalog techniques, particularly Boolean keyword searching, perform poorly, for many reasons, when applied to full-text documents (Blair & Maron, 1985) . Indexing and retrieval techniques new to the catalog world will be needed. Fortunately there is much interesting research and experimentation going on outside of libraries.
The Information Visualizer is a project at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) where researchers are experimenting with visualizing large amounts of data. The Information Visualizer uses color and interactive real-time three-dimensional animation to depict complex aspects of information. Information is represented as 3D objects. The user is given the sense of moving around the objects to view them from different perspectives (Clarkson, 1991) .
Thinking Machines Inc. has designed a group of applications that work together to locate and retrieve documents. Known as the Wide Area Information Server (WAIS), WAIS accepts queries in natural language and translates them into key words that are used for a search. A query is entered in the user's own words which can then be sent out across the Internet, accessing the wide variety of servers and databases now available. Thinking Machines Corporation is collaborating with Apple, Dow Jones and KPMG Peat Marwick to simplify information retrieval from personal files, corporate records and remote databases. The aim of the project is to develop approaches to the problems presented by the overwhelming surplus of electronic data now confronting large organizations. The long-range goal is to develop technology for a scalable system that will allow users to access a variety of data sources, including large commercial databases, through a common interface. The WAIS system is based on the client server model consists of server software distributed by Thinking Machines and an open protocol for transmitting queries and responses (Kahle & Medlar, 1991; Norr, 1991; Malamud, 1992) .
Thinking Machines has also undertaken a project with Columbia University's Law School. Project Janus is implementing a full-text retrieval system that deals with both text and graphics. This means including full-text documents such as the United Nations library human rights collection. Online versions of the legal texts like the Maastricht Treaty and the Rio Conference on the Environment are receiving high usage, with the North American Free Trade Agreement getting 200-250 hits per day. The project is aimed at alleviating storage problems in libraries, making fragile items accessible, and providing access to information increasingly only available in electronic form. The system will include user-friendly interfaces, better search methods, and the ability to make scattered databases appear to be a single one database. Keyword searches will be replaced by natural language queries, allowing users to search an unknown domain in their own words. The search strategy uses weighting and focuses on uncommon words to direct the search. Portions of full-text documents can be used to form new queries and find more documents on the topic selected. The library is also planning to work with publishers to load copyrighted text onto their system (Project Janus Info Account 1993).
Apple's Advanced Technology Group has used WAIS to create Rosebud, a personally customizable electronic newspaper based on the metaphor of reporters and newspapers. Basically an Internet search and text-filtering program, Rosebud enables users to create a personal newspaper daily ¿from wire-service reports, arrange documents by priority for action or reading, or locate specific items of correspondence. Rosebud finds information with user-defined keyword lists and provides a statistical content analysis. Aimed at non-expert information users, Rosebud searches numerous remote databases and presents its findings in a newspaper-like format, prioritizing documents according to user preferences (Erickson & Solomon, 1991; Kahle et al, 1992; Cisler, 1991) .
A commercially-available object-oriented information system called Topic uses a knowledgebased approach based on the idea of concept retrieval which uses hierarchically arranged 'topics' to search for entire concepts instead of words or phrases. Topic uses typical Boolean retrieval techniques, but allows the user to create topics with rules about relationships to more specific topics. Topic handles data from databases as diverse as news wires, intelligence reporting services and electronic mail (Appleton, 1992; Schwartz, 1991; Mace, 1989; Tucker, 1988) .
AT&T Bell Laboratories is prototyping The RightPages electronic library, the first phase of a plan to create an electronic analog of the traditional library environment. The RightPages library alerts users to incoming scientific and technical journal articles that correspond to their interest profiles. It also allows them to view pages of the articles, browse other articles in the database and order printed copies (Story et al, 1992) .
The United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has specified research on three methods of intelligent document-retrieval for investigation under its Tipster intelligent document-retrieval project. Keyword searching limitations and inaccurate queries present serious problems for searching documents. DARPA has is focusing on context vectors, conceptual graphs and inference networks as 'the most promising technologies' for detecting and retrieving desired documents. Context vectors automatically summarize and compare the meaning of portions of text. Conceptual graphs perform pattern-matching to detect the relationships between concepts in multiple bodies of text. Inference networks are used to detect larger patterns in texts using statistical information retrieval and natural language processing techniques (Johnson & Peterson, 1992) .
The Sloan School of Management at MIT is engaged in a research project called Information Lens, which focuses on ways to handle large quantities of on-line messages. Information Lens is based on the concept of 'intelligent assistants' used in artificial intelligence applications and graphical user interface design. The intelligent assistant in Information Lens can sort, prioritize, and seek out incoming messages (Robinson, 1991) .
General Electric Research and Development Center is working on a system called Scisor (System for Conceptual Information Summarization, Organization, and Retrieval) that can handle large input and output of information. Scisor uses artificial intelligence, natural language, and database management to collect relevant financial data from the Dow Jones wire services. To do this, Scisor locates key words and 'reads' them before deciding to keep or discard them. Scisor is able to process news items at the rate of about six stories per minute. The system has also been used to obtain information from other subject areas. Scisor uses information retrieval techniques such as word-based text search and lexical analysis (Puttre, 1989; Jacobs & Rau, 1990) .
In addition, special mention should be made of several other experimental 'environments' or testbeds being developed for experimental techniques such as I3R (Croft & Thompson, 1987) , CODER (Fox, 1987) , and FERRET (Mauldin, 1991) .
Conclusions
We conclude that, although more popular than the card catalog, the actual effectiveness of online catalog is lower than has been assumed. Where a searcher's terms coincide with the system's terms and when the searcher has a specific, definable target in mind, all may be well. But when these conditions do not hold, all is not well.
First and second generation catalogs are quite well defined. What of the third generation? It should add the following:
1. Provide an entry vocabulary capability to lead from users' terms to the system's terms 2. Prompt the user at any time in a situationally sensitive manner 3. Have a well developed tool-kit for retrieved set analysis 4. Support 'nearest neighbor' searching -Find more like this one! -and, perhaps through 'zoom' commands, allow the searcher to browse across the database using any one or more attributes of a record 5. Offer document ranking or a mechanism for converting any retrieved set into small, ranked subsets More generally, the future catalog should blend harmoniously with other retrieval tools, with the sources to which it provides access, and with the user's personal working environment. Using it should, in itself, be a learning experience. How this functionality will be provided is less clear, but there are numerous options to be explored.
In the preparation of this review we concentrated on identified problems in the use of the online catalog and on actual proposals for its improvement. At the same time it became increasingly clear that deeper, more fundamental developments were afoot.
1. In the last few years the online catalog situation has been dominated by the effort of adoption and implementation. There has been gradual movement from first to second generation catalogs despite the substantially greater storage and computing resources required and numerous smaller refinements. These have typically included options to search by call number and limiting searches by date of publication, by language, and/or by library in a union catalog. In brief, progress has been more a matter of widespread adoption of existing functionality than of advancing the state of the art. But if the state-of-the-art does not appear to have advanced much in the past several years, there are reasons to expect major changes in the future.
2. Although it has always been accepted that the catalog is the key to the library, it has, in many ways, been determined by the needs of cataloging and technical services. However, since cataloging was in practice limited to the edition of the monograph and the title of the periodical, the extent of bibliographic access was in reality quite limited. This situation is changing radically. Other database files are being mounted alongside the catalog and, increasingly, links are being made from the records in these bibliographies to the library's holding records. This can be seen either as a redefinition of the catalog or as a return to an earlier era when analytical entries could be afforded (Buckland, 1992b) . Either way, a significant and popular enhancement of bibliographic access results. Another of the major new growth areas for library catalogs is the linking of the catalog record to the address of full-text in electronic form, allowing, in principle, a smoother transition from record to text than with paper documents. Further, as all forms of media are increasingly stored online in digital form, the distinctions between the media become less significant, promising an increasingly unified approach to multiple media. In addition, as ever increasing numbers of electronic journals, books and texts become available, online catalogs will take on many of the functions of document delivery by enabling the user to inspect, to download, or to request document delivery -all from the catalog terminal. But as more and more of these resources become available, how will they be indexed? A conventional catalog record may enable one to identify and locate a text, but is of little benefit thereafter in finding material within the text. As the role of libraries expand to include access to many of the resources provided by the online environment, many new forms of information are falling within the domain of (or being associated with) the online catalog, for example, nonbibliographic records of community information and referral and 'campus-wide information services' (CWIS). These expanded frontiers bring new challenges. These additional resources, which may have little or no human indexing, bring with them a whole new set of problems for both users and the catalogs. Some significant extension in our view of the catalog and of cataloging practice would appear inevitable following such convergence.
Libraries and other organizations that manage large amounts of information have a great need for increased capacity to deal with the steadily increasing flow of electronic information from a wide variety of sources. Yet this increase is also contributing to the rapid growth in the number, size and complexity of databases. Much of the original search and display software was not designed for such large size and complexity.
3. Catalogs are becoming less isolated. Librarians and library users are reaching beyond the online catalog and venturing out onto the Internet. Comparison of catalogs has become much easier now that a few hundred online catalogs are accessible over the Internet and 'pass-through' connections are making access to multiple online catalogs routinely available to library users. Electronic bulletin boards such as PACS-L greatly enhance the possibilities for discussion and for the rapid dissemination of information and facilitating discussion.
4. After years dominated by implementation, experience in using the systems provides a basis for considering what enhancements are needed. Tools are increasingly available for more evidencebased analysis. In particular, the analysis of transaction logs provides a diagnostic tool not available with card catalogs. The literature has, hitherto, often been impressionistic. It need not stay that way. In effect, we have a new window on the user.
5. Experimental prototypes are increasingly feasible. The increasing power of low-cost workstations, decreasing mass storage costs, and the growing availability of large sets of records for experimental purposes makes online catalog experimentation possible for many more people than before. Technology permits greater flexibility and standardized network protocols are making access to a wide variety of information resources increasingly feasible.
We are now at an exciting juncture. There has been a change in the way that online catalogs are perceived. The initial concern was to connect the online catalog to the library's technical services system. Now there is interest in relating the online catalog to online resources everywhere. Online catalogs are now evolving into much more than automated card catalogs for a single library's collection. They are changing how library users interact with the library services. If these interpretations are correct, then examination of the difficulties currently encountered in online catalogs and of proposals for improvement become very timely as the online catalog shifts from being the end-product of technical services to being the framework for bibliographic access.
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